Minutes to the March 1, 2007 Meeting

In attendance: Tina Bott, Matt Felumlee, Fay Freeman-Smith, Jackie Langhoff, Angie O’Connor, Dana Rosenberg, Sara Baker, Sharon McDonald, Padriac Shinville, Brad Thomas

1. Report of Literature Review was presented by Angie, Brad, Dana, Faye, Jackie, Sara, and Sharon. Although Amita and Matt could not attend the meeting, they provided a report of their review.

2. The members were asked to send Electronic Copy to Faye and Brad

3. Faye’s Student Perspective sub team is preparing a survey to administer later this spring to a sample of students. This survey will provide information addressing obstacles and solutions to student success from a student’s perspective.

4. Brad’s Institutional Perspective sub team is developing an instrument to measure first year student success with a focus on registration and placement.

5. The meeting was adjourned